
504 Sqn Hurricane P3429 TM-R	 P/O	M	Rook	-	safe.	Undercarriage	collapsed	on	take-off.	

504 Sqn Hurricane N2471     P/O	J	V	Gurteen	-	safe.	Oil	pressure	failure	shortly	after	take-off.

504 Sqn Hurricane P3770     P/O A W Clarke - missing. Possibly the aircraft that fell at Rookelands, near 
Newchurch, Kent. Parts of a Hurricane were recovered from the crash site in the winter of 1972-1973. A 
pair	of	silk	flying	gloves	were	found	bearing	the	name	‘Clarke’	but	neither	the	aircraft	nor	pilot	of	the	aircraft	
that	fell	at	Rookelands	have	been	identified	to	the	satisfaction	of	the	MoD	and	its	pilot	is	still	recorded	as	
‘missing’.	A	memorial	erected	close	to	the	crash	site	is	dedicated	to	P/O	A	W	Clarke.	
Arthur Clarke had been a boarder at the same school as P/O Frederick Hargreaves of 92 Squadron, who 
was also shot down and killed this day.

605 Sqn Hurricane P3828 F/O R Hope - safe. Landed at Redhill due to engine failure.

605 Sqn Hurricane P3588	 S/Ldr	W	M	Churchill	 -	slightly	wounded	 in	one	arm.	Damaged	and	 landed	
near Maidstone. Walter Churchill became operational again on 25th September.

611 Sqn Spitfire II P7321	 Sgt	S	A	Levenson	-	safe.	Shot	down	by	return	fire	from	He111s	and	crashed	
attempting to land with a dead engine at Pendell Court, Bletchingley, Surrey. 

611 Sqn Spitfire II P7298 Sgt F E R Shepherd - killed. Set alight during combat over Croydon. 
Abandoned aircraft crashed into No. 51 Hartland Way, Shirley. Pilot baled out with his parachute burning 
and	was	seen	from	the	ground	beating	at	his	clothes	in	a	desperate	attempt	to	extinguish	the	flames.	He	
fell	from	his	harness	and	was	found	dead	at	Frylands	Wood,	off	Featherbed	Lane,	Farleigh.

Casualty File    Accident to Hurricane P3770 piloted by P/O A W Clarke.

On 11th September, 1940 at approximately 15.45 hours, No.504 Squadron was patrolling over 
Kent in company with another squadron which it was following. A formation of enemy bombers 
escorted by fighters was seen crossing the coast south of Lympne at about 15,000 feet. 

No. 504 Squadron followed the leading squadron into the attack and carried out a beam attack 
from the starboard side. On breaking away the squadron became split up and returned singly to 
base, but P/O Clarke did not return.

P/O Clarke was flying in the second section and none of the following sections or anybody else 
saw him shot down. The engagement took place about five miles inland. It can only be presumed 
that if P/O Clarke went down with his aircraft the aircraft was so broken up on hitting the ground 
that the pilot could not be identified, although no information has been received of any such crash. 
It is also possible that he might have landed by parachute in the sea as the wind was in such a 
direction that it would have blown him out to sea.
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Arthur William Clarke (20)
Born: Timperley, Cheshire.
Joined the RAF in March 1938.
Joined 504 Squadron on 7th April 1940.
Victory claims - none.

Frederick Ernest Richard Shepherd (22)
Born: Birkenhead.
Joined the RAF and 611 Squadron as an Aircrafthand pre-war.
Re-joined 611 Squadron after training on Spitfires on 1 September 1940.
Victory claims - none.

Casualty File

811129 Sgt Shepherd F E R

On 11/9/40 12 aircraft of this squadron, including Spitfire P7298 flown by 811129 Sgt F E R 
Shepherd, took off at 15.30 hours from the Duxford Satellite landing ground together with 2 other 
squadrons, for a patrol over the London area. I was leading the squadron, and Sgt Shepherd was 
No.4 in my section of 4 in line astern. Soon after 16.00 hours the squadron became heavily engaged 
at 20,000 feet with a number of Me110s which were escorting a large enemy bomber formation. 
From this engagement Sgt Shepherd failed to return, and no other pilot of the squadron had any 
reliable information about him.

On 14/9/40 it was learnt by a signal from Aston Down that RAF Croydon had informed them that 
Sgt Shepherd died on 11/9/40 - diagnosis multiple injuries.

An officer of this squadron attended the funeral on 24/9/40 at Whyteleaf Cemetery, Kenley. He 
was then informed verbally at Kenley that Sgt Shepherd was shot down in action on the 11th, that 
the aircraft crashed in flames at 16.15 hours in Kingswood Lane, Sanderstead, that the pilot had 
baled out but that his parachute had caught fire and that he had fallen close to the aircraft, and finally 
that from an engineer’s examination of the wreckage, it appeared possible that the aircraft had been 
hit by anti-aircraft fire.

S/Ldr McComb
Officer Commanding
611 Squadron

Air Raid Precautions Committee

Air Raid on Croydon 11th September 1940, during this raid, one British fighter plane crashed. 
The engine fell in garden of No.32 Hartland Way, damaging the house. The main body of the plane 
crashed behind No.51, slightly damaging the house. Petrol flowed into air raid shelter, burning 
Mrs Weston, two children, and another woman, all of whom subsequently died in hospital. Further 
portion of plane fell in front of No.74 causing appreciable damage.

Civilian Dead
Mrs Winifred  Neeves Weston - aged 28 years. Died in hospital on the 12th.
John Arthur Weston - aged 2 years. Died in hospital on the 11th.
Julia Mary Weston - aged 8 months. Died in hospital on the 12th.
Nancy Laura Davis - aged 17 years. Died in hospital on the 12th.
(From the Commonwealth War Graves, Record of Civilian War Dead)

Below: Fred Shepherd was 
flying a brand new, Castle 
Bromwich made, Spitfire 
MkII like this one. 611 
Squadron was the first 
to receive the MkII and 
this and the loss of P7321 
in the same combat are 
believed to be the first 
combat losses of MkIIs.
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The Romney Marsh is an area of featureless, flat, land measuring about 10 miles by 10 miles square. It 
is low-lying, some actually below sea-level, and is criss-crossed by drainage ditches. It is quite unlike 
the rest of Kent and few people live there. In 1940 it was believed by the British Army to be at the 
centre of the expected German invasion, which indeed it was.
On 11th September, four aircraft fell on Romney Marsh: a Heinkel that force landed, a Hurricane 
from 1(RCAF) Squadron that crash landed and burnt out, and two other Hurricanes that dived into the 
ground with such force that they buried themselves deeply in the marsh. The identities of these two 
Hurricanes have proved to be among the most perplexing mysteries of the Battle of Britain.

The Hurricane at ‘Rookelands’
Harry Flower, special correspondent for the The Daily Telegraph, watched the events unfold over the 
Romney Marshes on September 11th from a vantage point at Lympne. He recalled the events to veteran 
researcher Dennis Knight in 1960.

The Missing Pilots of Romney Marsh
11 September 1940

The Daily Telegraph
12 September 1940

Soon a dozen Heinkels and Dorniers were heading back seawards in half a dozen different directions. 
On the tail of each was a Hurricane or Spitfire. And then they began to fall.
Three Dorniers with tell-tale whisps of smoke showing from their engines as they came lower dived for 
the sea in the hope of reaching the coast.
A Great Heinkel passed over my head flying low and in obvious distress following a rattle of machine-
gun fire up in the sun. A Hurricane slipped over some tree tops on a hill. Poured a short burst into the 
Heinkel, which caused the bomber to lurch wildly and then ‘hedge-hop’ across field after field trying 
to find a safe landing.
Dennis Knight recorded how Harry Flower’s story continued. 
The Pressmen hurried off in their car towards the place where the bomber had disappeared behind 
trees. As a guide they had the lone Hurricane which was orbiting a dense cloud of oily brown smoke 
which climbed into the sky. With a policeman and a whole mobile column of troops they reached the 
field where the Heinkel had crashed and surged forward to apprehend the crew.
Four of the airmen climbed out and lifted out a fifth crew member who was wounded. One of the crew, 
a thick-set sergeant pilot, was inclined to be somewhat recusant, while the remainder seemed rather 
embarrassed by his swaggering. He and at least one other crew member wore the ribbon of the Iron 
Cross. Flower chatted with the pilot as he smoked a cigarette whilst the Fox photographer took a 
series of pictures, one being quite unique since it showed the German pilot with burning bomber in the 
background and the victorious Hurricane flying overhead. 
Shortly after this a formation of Messerschmitts were engaged over the Kent Coast, and one aircraft 
fell like a stone out of the sky. When Flower reached the spot, all that remained was a pit made by the 
aircraft which had plunged bodily into the earth for many feet, leaving only a few pieces on the surface.

Of course, Harry Flower had no idea of the identity of either aircraft. The bomber proved easy to 
identify in post-war years, with the availability of information both German and British, it was Heinkel 
He111 1H+CB of Stab I/KG26 that had been landed by its pilot Fw Heinz Friedrich. But what of the 
second aircraft?

The Missing Pilots of Romney Marsh
11 September 1940

Left: Feldwebel Heinz 
Friedrich (left) walks 
away under guard from 
his Heinkel 111 1H+CB, 
which he has just force 
landed on Romney Marsh.
Daily Telegraph 
correspondent Harry 
Flower was there with 
a Fox photographer to 
record what happened, as 
the burning Heinkel was 
circled by a Spitfire, 
(seen below).
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Harry Flower did not specify whether it had been German or British, but no Luftwaffe aircraft fell as he 
described in that area on that day. It must therefore have been an RAF fighter that had fallen reasonably 
close to the Heinkel at Burmarsh. Only one crash site fits his description, the site recorded by several 
independent sources as at Rookelands, south of Newchurch. 

There are two possible identities:
504 Sqn Hurricane P3770 P/O A W Clarke – missing.
46 Sqn Hurricane V7232 Sgt W A Peacock – missing.

The 1976 Excavation
Mike Llewellyn of the nascent Kent Battle of Britain Museum was told of the crash at Rookelands in 
1976 and arranged to excavate the wreck, which ultimately proved too difficult to recover fully with 
the equipment available. Several pieces of wreckage were found, among which was the map box from 
a Hurricane’s cockpit and in the box was a pair of gloves bearing the name ‘Clarke’. 
With the knowledge available at that time it was clear that he had found the Hurricane of 20-year-old 
Arthur Clarke of 504 Squadron who had disappeared on 11th September 1940. Arthur’s name appears 
on the Runnymede Memorial to missing RAF airmen and his family expressed their wish that he should 
be left to rest in peace in his aircraft. In accordance with the family’s wishes, the wreck has never been 
further investigated and a memorial to Arthur was erected by the roadside within sight of the crash site.

New Clues
In 2014 The Ministry of Defence began to release the casualty files relating to airmen injured or killed 
during WW2. Among the many hundreds of files is that of Sergeant William Peacock, a Hurricane pilot 
with 46 Squadron, who had disappeared on 11th September 1940. 
The documents contained within the file are routine, sad in their content and sadly routine. Sergeant 
Peacock had not returned from the combat, no one had witnessed his demise, the Air Council expressed 
their condolences to his parents. However, within the handwritten notes on the minutes sheet a 
remarkable, and seemingly hitherto unnoticed story, unfolds.
The day after the crash a salvage gang from RAF Hawkinge arrived to recover and identify the aircraft 
and its pilot. Equipped with a lorry to take away the wreckage, and a block and tackle to drag tubes 
and wires of the Hurricane’s fuselage out of the ground, they went about their grim yet routine job. 
Shattered body parts were found, but nothing to identify the pilot, and several machineguns. Each 
Browning gun bore a serial number and these numbers were forwarded to the Air Ministry as a form 
of identification. At that time records were maintained of gun serial numbers so by 17th September 
Browning B.49375 had positively been identified as having being fitted to Hurricane V7232 flown by 
Sergeant Peacock. The last sentence reads, ‘Therefore the body is identified as No. 808268 Sgt W A 
Peacock 46 Sqn’. However, what subsequently happened to the ‘body’ is not recorded and Sergeant 
Peacock remained listed as ‘missing’. 
80 years on, the identity of pilot who died at Rookelands cannot be confirmed.

The Hurricane at ‘Little Scotney’
As Harry Flower was watching the air battle on the eastern edge of Romney Marsh, another Hurricane 
plummeted from the sky a few miles to the west on the other side of the marsh. The aircraft buried itself 
deeply in the ground at Little Scotney, Lydd. Whether the salvage gang from Hawkinge attended the 
site is not recorded, but if they did little if anything was recovered.  
In 1973 Dave Buchannan was scouring the marshes for aircraft parts to display in his museum at 
Brenzett and was told of the crash at Little Scotney. His excavation proved that the Hurricane was 
almost completely buried and that the pilot was buried with it. Part of the Hurricane was found bearing 
the aerial number R2682, the aircraft in which the 24-year-old Polish pilot, Sergeant Duszynski of 238 
Squadron had disappeared on 11th September 1940. Realising that Duszynski had no known grave 
and that this was an important discovery Buchannan informed the correct authorities and a few weeks 
later an RAF team arrived at the site to fully excavate it. Operating alone, the RAF team recovered 
the Hurricane and its pilot’s remains. Anticipating news that Stanislaw Duszynski would be finally 
laid to rest, Dave Buchannan waited, but no news nor information was forthcoming, other than an 
overheard remark that the remains had been cremated in Ashford Hospital. Enquiries over many years 
met with silence - the body of Stanislaw Duszynski had seemingly ‘disappeared’. He remains officially 
‘missing’ to this day. The RAF’s Casualty File on Sgt Duszynski AIR81/3201 is available, but contains 
no reference to the 1973 recovery or subsequent enquiries. Any post-war correspondence has been 
removed and placed in a separate file AIR81/3200 - and that file will not be made available until 1st 
January 2075.

The Missing Pilots of Romney Marsh
11 September 1940
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Luftwaffe Casualties
11 September 1940 - 15.30 - 17.30 hrs Combat A. 

Luftwaffe Casualties  Combat A 15.30 – 17.30 hrs

1/JG3 Me109E-4 Wn.5276 Collided	with	Ofw	Hessel	off	Dover.	Ff:	Oblt	Lothar	Keller	baled	out	and	rescued.	

1/JG3 Me109E-4 Wn.5341	 	 	Returned	with	25%	damage	after	collision	with	Oblt	Keller	Ff:	Ofw	Franz	
Hessel safe. 

6/JG3 Me109E-4 Wn.5056   Landed at Wierre-au-Bois with 45% damage. 

2/JG51 Me109E-4 Wn.1641 Black 6+   Crashed	 in	flames	at	Houndean	Bottom,	Lewes.	East	Sussex.	 
Ff:	Hptm	Ernst	Wiggers	killed. See report of Sgt Higgins, 253 Squadron.

8/JG51 Me109E-1 Wn.6293 Black 9+			Crashed	at	Foxhole	Farm,	Wadhurst,	East	Sussex.	Ff:	Fw	Hermann	
Siemer killed. See report of A-S/Ldr Edge, 253 Squadron.

Stab KG1 He111H-3 Wn.5606 V4+FA   Started with about thirty other bombers to bomb the Commercial 
Dock,	London,	from	21,000	feet.	Hit	by	AA	in	one	engine	and	then	chased	to	the	coast	by	fighters,	which	
stopped	the	other	engine.	The	pilot	landed	at	Broomhill	Farm,	East	Guldeford,	East	Sussex,	and	set	fire	
to	the	aircraft	which	burnt	out.	Bo:	Lt	Otto	Behm	and	Ff:	Fw	Johannes	Sommer	both	PoWs.	Bf:	Uffz	Paul	
Moeck,	Bm:	Uffz	Gerhard	Arndt,	and	Bs:	Gefr	Martin	Männich	all	wounded	PoWs.	
See reports of P/O Watkinson and P/O Bodie, 66 Squadron.

1/KG1 He111H	 	 	West	 India	Docks.	Returned	with	10%	damage	by	AA	fire	and	fighters.	Bm:	Fw	Fritz	
Schöwer badly wounded. Rest of crew safe.

3/KG1 He111H-3 Wn.3233 V4+KL			The	route	taken	was	Clairmont	-	Mouth	of	Somme	(where	the	fighter	
escort	was	picked	up	-	Boulogne	-	London,	this	aircraft	being	in	the	leading	Kette.	Bombed	West	India	Docks	
from	19,000	feet	and	then	hit	by	AA	fire	which	stopped	the	starboard	engine	due	to	loss	of	oil.	Falling	behind	
the	formation	the	aircraft	was	attacked	by	fighters	that	according	to	the	crew	‘shot	up	everything	that	there	
was	to	shoot	up’.	The	pilot	belly	landed	at	Hildenborough,	Kent,	due	to	wounded	being	on	board,	rather	than	
bale	out.	The	crew	tried	to	set	fire	to	the	aircraft	with	an	incendiary	bomb,	but	soldiers	pulled	it	out.	Ff:	Uffz	
Herbert	Steinecke	and	Bo:	Uffz	Walter	Hirsch	both	PoW.	Bf:	Uffz	Erwin	Kramer,	Bm:	Gefr	Willi	Pfeiffer,	and	
Bs:	Gefr	Heinrich	Pümpel	all	wounded	PoWs.	
See reports of F/Lt Parnall, P/O Neil and P/O Pattullo, 249 Squadron. 

3/KG1 He111H-3 Wn.6852 V4+AL			Landed	at	Amiens	with	60%	damage	on	return	from	bombing	the	West	
India	Docks.	Bm:	Fw	Hermann	Klammer	badly	wounded	and	died	following	day,	Bo:	Obfw	Hans	Welscher	
and	Bf:	Uffz	Willi	Berg	both	badly	wounded.
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6/KG1 He111H-2 Wn.5364 V4+RW			Started	from	a	small	field	aerodrome	twenty	miles	south-east	of	Amiens	
to	bomb	ships	in	the	London	Docks.	The	route	was	St.	Pol	-	Cap	Griz	Nez	-	London,	the	fighter	escort	being	
picked	up	over	Cap	Griz	Nez.	About	twenty-five	to	thirty	bombers	took	part	flying	in	Ketten	Vic	astern.	This	
aircraft	was	the	last	of	the	formation.	Before	sighting	London	they	were	attacked	by	fighters	that	stopped	
both engines. The bombs were jettisoned and the pilot made a landing at Broomhill Farm, East Guldeford, 
East	Sussex,	where	the	crew	set	the	aircraft	on	fire.	Ff:	Uffz	Bernhard	Hansen,	Bo:	Uffz	Karl	Markert,	Bm:	
Uffz	Johannes	Krall,	and	Bs:	Gefr	Günter	Wilhelm	all	PoWs.	Bf:	Uffz	Hans	Wiesehoff	wounded	PoW.	
See reports of S/Ldr Leigh, F/O Oxspring and Sgt Hunt, 66 Squadron, and P/O Wright of 92 Squadron.

6/KG1 He111H-2 Wn.2733 V4+BW			Landed	with	10%	damage	at	Boisville,	France,	on	return	from	London.	
Bs:	Gefr	Quirin	Steger	badly	wounded	and	died	the	following	day.	Bm:	Gefr	Fritz	Kostka	slightly	wounded.	
Rest of crew safe.

Stab I/KG26 He111H-4 Wn.6965 1H+AB   Landed with 15% damage at Wevelgem, Belgium, on return from 
London. Crew safe.

Stab I/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.5616 1H+BB  	Landed	with	40%	damage	at	Wevelgem,	Belgium,	on	return	from	
London.	Bm:	Uffz	Günter	Wolf	badly	wounded	and	lost	his	right	arm.	Rest	of	crew	safe.

Stab I/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.5680 1H+CB	 	 	Started	 from	Courtrai	and	met	 their	 fighter	escort	at	Dover.	
Before	reaching	London	the	aircraft	was	hit	by	AA	fire	and	damaged	by	fighters.	The	bombs	were	jettisoned	
near	Sevenoaks	and	the	pilot	landed	at	Burmarsh,	Kent,	where	the	crew	set	fire	to	the	aircraft.	Ff:	Fw	Heinz	
Friedrich,	Bf:	Uffz	Kurt	Hoffmann,	Bm:	Uffz	August	Dreyer,	and	Bs	Uffz	Heinz	Stirnemann	all	PoWs.	Bo:	Fw	
Heinz	George	was	also	captured,	his	wounds	were	so	severe	that	he	was	repatriated	to	Germany	in	1943	
via the Red Cross.

1/KG26 He111H-4 Wn.6981 1H+KH	Attacked	19,000	ft	by	‘fifteen	Spitfires’	before	reaching	London.	The	
right	engine	was	hit,	so	the	crew	fired	a	red	Verey	signal	to	show	they	were	damaged	and	jettisoned	the	
bombs.	They	were	attacked	a	second	time	by	three	Spitfires	and	pilot	Ff:	Fw	Wilhelm	Jabusch	baled	out	
from	6,000	feet	over	Uckfield	where	he	was	captured	at	Ketches	Farm.	See reports of F/Lt McKellar and 
P/O Jones, 605 Squadron.
A	complete	uniform	bearing	the	name	Uffz	Schilling,	including	a	greatcoat	on	a	clothes	hangar,	an	Iron	Cross	
and	other	decorations,	a	ceremonial	dagger,	a	set	of	shaving	tackle	and	a	large	flat	iron	floated	down	from	
the heavens in the Tonbridge area.
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The	Bo:	Lt	Franz	Zimmerman	then	took	control	and	flew	the	aircraft	back	to	Dieppe,	where	he	crash-landed	
with	his	crew.	Bs:	Sdfr	Wilhelm	Trapp	slightly	wounded.	Bf:	Fw	Gerhard	Schilling	and	Bm:	Oberfw	Wolfgang	
Hasebrink safe.

1/KG26 He111H-4 Wn.6962 1H+AH			Target	Woolwich.	When	over	the	target	area	at	15,000	feet	the	crew	
found	 that	 the	bombs	would	not	 release	and	on	 leaving	 the	 target	 they	were	hit	by	AA	fire.	The	aircraft	
crashed at Gate Farm, Staplecross, East Sussex, where the bomb load later exploded. Hptm Wolfgang 
Künstler,	Ff:	Fw	Erich	Büttner	and	Bm:	Uffz	Erich	Schmidt	all	PoWs.	Bf:	Fw	Johannes	Schäfer	and	Bo:	Uffz	
Walter Schang both killed. See report of P/O Lock, 41 Squadron.

1/KG26 He111H-4 Wn.6977 1H+EH   Returned	with	15%	damage.	Bf:	Gefr	Johannes	Fritzsche	slightly	
wounded. Rest of crew safe. 

1/KG26 He111H-4 Wn.3214 1H+HH	 	 	 Returned	 with	 40%	 damage.	 Ff:	 Oblt	 Johannes	 Lensch	 badly	
wounded and died following night. Rest of crew safe.
 
2/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.3215 1H+JK			Fell	into	the	Channel.	Bf:	Fw	Walter	Horn	killed.	Rest	of	crew	rescued	
by Seenotdienst. 

2/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.5603 1H+FK			Returned	with	15%	damage.	Ff:	Uffz	Rudolf	Blutharsch	and	Bo:	Fw	
Richard Hilland both slightly wounded. Rest of crew safe.

3/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.6854 1H+BL   Returned with 15% damage. Crew safe.

3/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.3157 1H+ML			Target	London	Docks.	When	over	the	target	the	aircraft	was	hit	by	
AA	fire	in	one	wing	and	fell	back	from	the	main	formation.	It	was	then	attacked	by	Hurricanes	and	Spitfires	
that stopped both engines. The pilot and the wireless operator baled out before it crashed at New Barns 
Farm	/	Hoopers	Farm,	Dormansland,	Surrey.	Ff:	Oblt	Wolf	Abenhausen	baled	out	unhurt	PoW.	Bf:	Fw	Heinz	
Hauswald	baled	out	wounded	PoW.	Bo:	Fw	Henry	Westfalen	baled	out,	but	parachute	caught	on	aircraft	and	
he	fell	dead	on	the	Starborough	Estate.	Bm:	Uffz	Bruno	Herms	and	Bs:	Gefr	Fritz	Zähle	both	killed.	
See reports of F/Lt McGregor, F/O Molson and F/O Yuile, 1 (RCAF) Squadron. S/Ldr Blake and P/O Rozycki, 
238 Squadron. P/O MacPhail of 603 Squadron. P/O Currant and P/O Glowacki of 605 Squadron and Sgt 
Levenson of 611 Squadron. 

Stab II/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.6856 1H+AC			Returned	with	25%	damage.	Ff:	Fw	Krothe,	Bo:	Major	Eckhard	
Christian, and rest of crew all safe. 

Stab II/KG26 He111H-5 Wn.3545 1H+BC			Fell	into	the	Channel.	Bm:	Uffz	Erwin	Meusel	killed,	Ff:	Lt	Ernst	
Wesemann,	Bf:	Fw	Heinz	Gies,	and	Bo:	Fw	Hermann	Gutacker	all	missing.	

4/KG26 He111H-5 Wn.3540 1H+CM  	Returned	with	30%	damage.	Ff:	safe,	Bs:	Flgr	Walter	Patzl	killed,	Bm:	
Uffz	Erich	Scheinert	badly	wounded	in	legs,	Bm:	Fw	Richard	Hermann	slightly	wounded.

5/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.6903 1H+JN   Started from Holland for a target in the Thames Estuary. They were 
following	 the	Staffelkapitän,	 the	escort	 being	picked	up	over	Dover	at	18,000	 feet.	Before	 reaching	 the	
target,	they	were	attacked	by	fighters	and	being	damaged	they	turned	for	home,	but	had	to	make	a	forced	
landing	in	the	sea	5	miles	off	Hastings.	Bo:	Lt	Ferdinand	Cramer	killed,	Ff:	Oblt	Gustav-Otto	Bertram,	Bf:	
Gefr	Gustav	Schröter	and	Bm:	Gefr	Rudolf	Endrich	rescued	by	fishing	boat	all	PoW	unhurt.	

5/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.6936 1H+EN			Landed	at	Gilze-Rijen	with	40%	damage.	Crew	safe.

5/KG26 He111H-3 Wn.3935 1H+FN			Returned	with	30%	damage.	Crew	safe.

1(J)/LG2 Me109E-7 Wn.5579			Wrecked	on	landing	at	Wissant.	Ff:	Fhr	Hans-Joachim	Marseille	safe.
  
3(J)/LG2 Me109E-7 Wn.2029	 	 	Dived	into	the	ground	by	the	Pilgrim’s	Way,	Wrotham	Hill,	Kent.	Ff:	Uffz	
Albert Hechmeier killed. See references to Sgt Wojtowicz, 303 Squadron, and Sgt Budzinski, 605 Squadron.
 
1/ZG26 Me110C-4 Wn.2190 U8+KH			Landed	at	Calais-Marck	with	20%	damaged	sustained	off	Dover.	Bf:	
Uffz	Josef	Haschke	killed,	Ff:	Oberlt	Wilhelm	Spies	safe.

Stab II/ZG26 Me110C-4 Wn.3625 3U+HM			Fell	into	the	sea	three	miles	off	Margate.	Ff:	Oblt	Walter	Henken	
missing,	Bf:	Fw	Josef	Radlmair	killed.	
See report of F/Lt Bayne and F/O Czernin, 17 Squadron. 

Below: Another Press 
photo of Feldwebel Heinz 
Friedrich after being 
captured on Romney 
Marsh.
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2/ZG26 Me110C-3 Wn.1372 U8+HL			Started	from	St.	Omer	with	between	twenty	and	thirty	fighters	forming	
the	escort	for	He111s.	While	flying	at	13,000	feet	before	reaching	the	target	an	engine	defect	developed	
and	while	coming	down	this	aircraft	was	attacked	by	a	fighter.	Pilot	landed	with	retracted	undercarriage	at	
Cobham	Farm,	Charing,	Kent.	Ff:	Fw	Hermann	Brinkmann	and	Bf:	Uffz	Erwin	Grüschow	both	PoW.	

4/ZG26 Me110D-2 Wn.3392 3U+DM			Fell	into	the	sea.	Ff:	Oblt	Randoald	Birkner	and	Bf:	Uffz	Hermann	
Klaiber both missing. 

6/ZG26 Me110D-2 Wn.3400 3U+HP	 	 	Fell	 into	 the	sea.	Ff:	Lt	Rudolf	Volck	missing,	Bf:	Obergefr	Ernst	
Hofmann killed. 
East Sussex Police reported that an aircraft landed on the sea off Winchelsea Beach. Two airmen were seen 
on the wings, but disappeared when the plane sank. Rescue boats were sent out, but failed to find anything. 
This is believed to refer to one of the lost ZG26 Me110s.

9/ZG26 Me110C-4 Wn.3231 3U+LT			Dived	Into	the	ground	at	Barnes	Cote,	Harvel,	Kent.	Ff:	Oblt	Joachim	
Junghans	and	Bf:	Gefr	Paul	Eckert	both	missing.	
See report of Sgt Jennings, 19 Squadron and P/O Glowacki, 605 Squadron. 

Stab II/ZG76 Me110C-4 Wn.3285 M8+KC			Ditched	in	the	Channel.	Crew	both	rescued	by	the	Seenotdienst.

15.45 - 16.50 hrs... The Solent             COMBAT B   
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Luftwaffe Casualties
11 September 1940 - 15.30 - 17.30 hrs Combat A. 

As the main attack on London was taking place, another raid approached from Cherbourg and the Seine 
far to the west. Three squadrons were scrambled from Tangmere to meet the raids heading for Selsey 
Bill. 607 Squadron stayed over Tangmere to guard against another attack, while 213 Squadron was 
briefed to take on the bombers and 602 Squadron the fighters that appeared, as predicted, 5 miles east 
south-east of Selsey Bill at 16.10 hours. The briefed target was the Supermarine works at Eastleigh, near 
Southampton. As the combat developed Erprobungsgruppe 210’s Me110s broke away and bombed the 
Cunliffe Owen aircraft works, adjacent to the Supermarine works. Although the damage to the factory 
was not considered ‘significant’, 46 workers were killed immediately, 48 were seriously injured and 41 
more slightly injured. The final death-toll rose to 52.

602 Sqn 8 Spitfires up from Westhampnett to intercept over Selsey Bill T.O. 15.42 Hrs
213 Sqn 12 Hurricanes up from Tangmere to intercept over Selsey Bill T.O. 15.45 hrs
607 Sqn 1 Hurricane up from Tangmere to patrol base T.O. 15.45 hrs

Luftflotte 3 Report
Frame 499

A special attack was made on the Supermarine works at Southampton at 16.15 hours by nine Me110s 
and four Me109s of Eprg 210 that dropped  23 x SC500 and 1 Flam 250. Escort was provided by 16 
Me110s from II and III/ZG76, V(Z)/LG1 and ZG2 with 26 Me109s from I and III/JG27, JG2 and 
II/JG53 *. One Me110 of Eprg 210 did not attack because of the lack of cloud cover, but dropped 
two SC250 bombs on Littlehampton railway station. Two Me110s dropped four 500kg bombs on 
Portsmouth Harbour. 
One Ju88 of I/KG54 bombed Banbury and one Aldershot.
Losses 1 Me110 of ZG2.

* Author’s note: From the Luftwaffe’s own records it would appear that Luftflotte 3 struggled to get 
enough aircraft and pilots to form the escort and with a total of just 42 aircraft none of the units were 
operating at anything approaching full strength.

Above: More views of 
Me110 U8+HL of 2/ZG26 
at Cobham Farm in Kent.
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RAF and Luftwaffe Victory Claims
11 September 1940 - 15.45 - 16.50 hrs Combat B

RAF Victory Claims  The Southampton Raid  15.45 - 16.50 hrs

213	Sqn		 F/Lt	J	E	J	Sing			 	 Me110	damaged		 Selsey	Bill	
213	Sqn		 F/O	R	W	Kellow		 	 Me110	destroyed		 Selsey	Bill	
213	Sqn		 F/O	M	Duryasz			 	 Me110	destroyed		 Selsey	Bill	
213	Sqn		 P/O	G	Cottam		 	 	 Me110	damaged		 Selsey	Bill	
213	Sqn		 Sgt	M	E	Croskell		 	 Me110	destroyed		 Selsey	Bill	
213	Sqn		 Sgt	R	T	Llewellyn		 	 Me110	destroyed		 Selsey	Bill	-	north	Portsmouth
213	Sqn		 Sgt	R	T	Llewellyn		 	 Me110	destroyed		 Selsey	Bill	-	north	Portsmouth

602	Sqn		 F/Lt	R	F	Boyd		 	 	 Me109	destroyed		 5	miles	south	of	Selsey	Bill
602	Sqn		 F/Lt	R	F	Boyd		 	 	 Me109	probable			 5	miles	south	of	Selsey	Bill
602	Sqn		 Sgt	C	F	Babbage		 	 Me110	destroyed		 5	miles	south	of	Selsey	Bill
602	Sqn		 Sgt	A	McDowall		 	 Me110	destroyed		 5	miles	south	of	Selsey	Bill
602	Sqn		 Sgt	J	Proctor		 	 	 Me110	destroyed		 5	miles	south	of	Selsey	Bill
602	Sqn		 Sgt	J	Proctor		 	 	 Me110	damaged		 Selsey	Bill

Luftwaffe Victory Claims The Southampton Raid  15.45 - 16.50 hrs

JG2  Unknown pilot   Hurricane

3/JG27  Oblt Gerhard Homuth Hurricane   5km south west of Selsey Bill
 
15(Z)/LG1	 Oblt	Otto	Weckeiser	 Hurricane	 	 	 Southampton
LG1  Unknown pilot   Hurricane 

ZG2	 	 Unknown	pilot	 	 	 Hurricane
ZG2	 	 Unknown	pilot	 	 	 Hurricane
  
4/ZG76		 Oblt	Walter	Borchers	 Hurricane	 	 	 south	of	Portsmouth	 	 	
6/ZG76		 Oblt	Wilhelm	Herget	 Hurricane	 	 	 5-10km	east	of	the	Isle	of	Wight
III/ZG76	 Unknown	pilot	 	 	 Hurricane
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Contemporary Accounts 213 Sqn
11 September 1940 - 15.45 - 16.50 hrs Combat B

213 SQUADRON INTELLIGENCE REPORT

Combat took place at Selsey Bill at 16.05 hours 11.9.40. 12 aircraft of 213 Squadron had taken off 
from Tangmere at 15.45 hours to patrol base. They were vectored to Selsey Bill where about 20 Me110s 
were sighted and a combat took place at 15,000 feet. The enemy were flying in slight echelon, line 
astern, and immediately formed a circle as our aircraft approached. 213 Squadron carried out a quarter 
attack, attacking in the following order: Red Section, Blue Section, Yellow Section, Green Section. 

Red Leader (F/Lt Sing), carried out a quarter attack on an Me110 and damaged it, but before he could 
attack a second time he was himself hit, and baled out. He was picked up out of the sea by a tramp 
steamer and landed at Shoreham. 

Red 3 (Sgt Llewellyn) carried out a quarter attack on an Me110 and fired a two seconds burst at it 
from 100 yards, the e/a immediately dived vertically into the sea. He then turned his attention to the 
enemy bombers (Jaguars) which were then behind Portsmouth. He carried out a beam attack on the 
rear Jaguar which was flying to and fro, acting as ‘Lookout’. He opened fire at 300 yards, closing to 75 
yards, giving three or four bursts and saw smoke and flames coming from it, when last seen the aircraft 
was burning furiously. 

Meanwhile Yellow 1 (F/O Kellow) had singled out an Me110 and after a quarter attack on it watched 
it dive into the sea. 

Yellow 3 (F/O Duryasz) did precisely the same thing, and also watched his opponent dive into the sea. 
Yellow 2 (Sgt Croskell) waited above the circle of e/a until they turned for home, then he attacked 

the rear one from above and from the beam. E/A immediately went into a steep dive into the sea. In 
‘A’ Flight Blue 2 (P/O Cottam), Blue 1 (F/Lt Strickland) and Green 3 (Sgt Dunscombe) all carried out 
quarter attacks on Me110s and claim a damaged a/c each. One of our pilots is missing - Sgt Wojcicki 
(Polish). He was seen to make for centre of the enemy a/c and go down in flames.

COMBAT REPORT:
F/Lt J E J Sing, Red 1, A Flight, 213 Squadron 

I was leading the squadron on patrol over Selsey Bill when E/A were sighted. We attacked and 
I carried out a quarter attack and damaged one Me110. There was some smoke coming from port 
engine which was idling. I was not able to see what happened to E/A. I climbed up and round into 
sun to make a second attack but before I could attack I was shot down. Shells hit gravity and glycol 
tanks. Elevators were damaged. I was unable to see anything owing to smoke and baled out. I did 
not see the machine which shot me down.

COMBAT REPORT:
F/O R W Kellow, Yellow 1, A Flight, 213 Squadron 

As Yellow 1 I was patrolling Selsey Bill behind Red Section. 15 Me110 were sighted 10 miles 
south and the formation climbed up into the sun and the Me110s formed line astern and turned round 
to form a circle. I followed the last 110 round and the one from the end banked steeply inwards 
going round the circle. I gave one burst of approx. 10 secs which struck the E/A underneath. It 
turned upwards, stalled and fell to the sea with smoke trailing behind. I followed it down to 7,000 ft 
and saw it go straight into the water.

COMBAT REPORT:
F/O M Duryasz, Yellow 3, A Flight, 213 Squadron 

I was No. 3 Yellow Section when we intercepted E/A over Selsey Bill. One broke away. I went 
below it and had a good target and gave it a short burst in a left-hand turn. Left engine started 
smoking. It started to dive down, I followed it down to within 1,000 ft of sea when it burst into 
flames and dived straight into water.

Below: Devastation in the 
Cunliffe Owen aircraft 
works in Southampton 
after the 11 September 
raid. Aircraft being 
repaired in this photo 
are two Albacores, a 615 
Squadron Hurricane and a 
Heinkel 111!
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602 SQUADRON INTELLIGENCE REPORT

Combat took place 5 miles off Selsey Bill at 16.10 hours. 602 Squadron, 8 Spitfires, took off from 
Westhampnett at 15.42 hours. Blue 1 (F/Lt Boyd) leading, ordered to patrol base at 15,000 feet in co-
operation with 213 Squadron Hurricanes 1,000 feet below. 602 Squadron was to attack enemy fighters, 
213 enemy bombers. On south course at 19,000 feet over Selsey Bill, 213 being on same course in 
front and approximately 3,000 feet lower, there were sighted 20/30 Do17s (query Me Jaguars) escorted 
behind by 20/30 Me110s all at 15,000 feet on northerly course several miles east-south-east. There were 
also approximately 25 Me109s at 23/25,000 yards behind Do17s and Me110s but presence of these was 
not immediately seen. E/A were not in easily defined formations. 213 Squadron circled to port of e/a 
preparatory to flank attack, and 602 Squadron made wider circle to attack Me110s.

Blue 1 and Blue 2, Green 2 and Red Section in line astern dived to attack Me110s which had formed 
defensive circle. Blue 3 (fitted with V.P. airscrew) was unable to keep up with other Spitfires (fitted with 
C.S. airscrew) and accompanied 213 to attack. Blue 3 reports presence of Me Jaguars which formed 
defensive circle on being attacked. Green 1 was suspicious that Me109s might be present so flew full 
circle of e/a at 19,000 feet and was shortly attacked by Me109s, being compelled to dive to 8,000 feet 
to escape. Red 3 broke from Spitfire formation to attack Me110s before Squadron Leader did so. Blue 1 
attacked two Me110s without result and then attacked single Me109 head-on 250 yards closing to 150 
yards 2 second burst; this e/a destroyed.  Then attacked second Me109 full beam from below 250 yards 
closing to 150 yards 2 seconds burst, seeing heavy black smoke from between radiator and leading edge 
of wing; this e/a claimed as probable. Blue 2 followed Blue 1 and three times attacked Me110, first full 
beam 250 yards closing 100 yards 3 seconds, second head-on 400 yards closing 100 yards 3 seconds 
(head-on attack accounts for long opening range), third full beam 250 yards closing to 100 yards 3 
seconds; this e/a crashed in sea. Blue 3 selected Me Jaguar which had broken from defensive circle and 
was flying south, beam attack changing to a quarter astern 300 yards, closing to 50 yards 9 seconds; 
this e/a fell away and crashed in sea. Blue 3 climbed, saw Me Jaguars had formed line astern and were 
approaching Portsmouth, and attacked a straggler, beam 250 yards closing to 30 yards 5 seconds, using 
all ammunition. Blue 3 claiming this Jaguar damaged as whole of Perspex was shot away. Green 1 
in breaking away from Me109s dived to 8,000 feet and attacked single Me110 flying south-east dead 
ahead opening 400 yards closing to 150 yards, 3 seconds (head-on attack accounts for long opening 
range) and destroyed this e/a.

7 Spitfires landed Westhampnett by 16.35 hours. Weather hazy up to 7,000 feet. Cloud negligible.

Enemy losses  Pilots   Ammunition  Stoppages

1 Me109 destroyed (sea) Blue 1 (Leader) 
1 Me109 probable F/Lt Boyd  600   Nil.
1 Me110 destroyed (sea) Blue 2 S/P Babbage 1260   Nil.
1 Jaguar destroyed (sea) Blue 3 S/P Proctor  2400   Nil.
1 Jaguar damaged
1 Me110 destroyed (sea) Green 1 S/P McDowall 1200   Nil.
Not known  Green 2 S/P Sprague not known  -
Nil   Red 1 F/Lt Mount  1950   2 split cases
Nil   Red 2 P/O Payne  2000   Nil.
Nil   Red 3 P/O Rose  160   Nil.
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Contemporary Accounts 602 Sqn
11 September 1940 - 15.45 - 16.50 hrs Combat B

COMBAT REPORT:
Sgt C F Babbage, Blue 2, B Flight, 602 Squadron 

I was Blue 2 and followed Blue 1 in attack on Me110s. One Me110 before we got within 
range detached itself from remainder and headed south. I attacked this full beam from 500 feet 
above on E/A’s starboard side, and broke away behind. E/A then turned into sun but I saw it again 
manoeuvring to attack me. I made head-on attack same altitude, swinging left to avoid return 
fire. I climbed into sun, and made another beam attack. E/A dived 45 degrees and I followed until 
it crashed into sea. I climbed back to 16,000 ft and was attacked by 2 Me110s which were on a 
southerly course, one of which I fired at without visible effect (head-on); after breaking away I lost 
sight of E/A and returned to base.

COMBAT REPORT:
F/Lt J E J Sing, Red 1, A Flight, 213 Squadron 

I was leading the squadron on patrol over Selsey Bill when E/A were sighted. We attacked and 
I carried out a quarter attack and damaged one Me110. There was some smoke coming from port 
engine which was idling. I was not able to see what happened to E/A. I climbed up and round into 
sun to make a second attack but before I could attack I was shot down. Shells hit gravity and glycol 
tanks. Elevators were damaged. I was unable to see anything owing to smoke and baled out. I did 
not see the machine which shot me down.

COMBAT REPORT:
F/Lt J E J Sing, Red 1, A Flight, 213 Squadron 

I was leading the squadron on patrol over Selsey Bill when E/A were sighted. We attacked and 
I carried out a quarter attack and damaged one Me110. There was some smoke coming from port 
engine which was idling. I was not able to see what happened to E/A. I climbed up and round into 
sun to make a second attack but before I could attack I was shot down. Shells hit gravity and glycol 
tanks. Elevators were damaged. I was unable to see anything owing to smoke and baled out. I did 
not see the machine which shot me down.

COMBAT REPORT:
Sgt J Proctor, Blue 3, B Flight, 602 Squadron 

I was Blue 3 but could not maintain position with Blue 1 (fitted with VP airscrew instead of 
CS airscrew) and when I got tallyho saw Jaguars 1,000 ft below at 9 o’clock from me when I 
was flying West. I had no hope of catching Spitfires so attached to other Hurricanes and selected 
a Jaguar that had broken away from circle (they were circling when Hurricanes attacked). I did 
beam attack changing to quarter astern from slightly above using up 2/3 of my ammunition. E/A 
fell away close to circle of Jaguars and I followed 1,000 ft and I watched this E/A dive into sea, 7 
miles south east of Isle of Wight. There were three small ships in close proximity and nearer shore.

I climbed again towards the sun. The circle by now formed into long line and was approaching 
Portsmouth. I selected a straggler at same altitude and did one beam attack. I saw perspex at top 
fuselage break up all along. All my ammunition was then expended so I dived to sea level and 
returned to base.

COMBAT REPORT:
Sgt A McDowall, Green 1, B Flight, 602 Squadron 

I was Green 1 and when Villa Leader (Blue 1) climbed above and behind Me110s escorting 
Do17s and dived to attack, I felt that Me109s were present although I could not see them, so circled 
again and was then attacked by enemy Me109s. I fired at and possibly damaged 3 Me109s. I was 
forced to break away and dived. At 8,000 ft when on NW course up Channel Coast off Isle of 
Wight, I saw one Me110 approaching me in the opposite direction. I did attack 10 to 15 degrees off 
dead ahead (on his starboard side) and he dived vertically into the sea, making a big splash between 
Selsey Bill and the Isle of Wight. I then returned to Westhampnett.
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Contemporary Accounts 602 Sqn
11 September 1940 - 15.45 - 16.50 hrs Combat B

Below: A 602 Squadron Spitfire at Westhampnett during the Battle of Britain. 
The trolley acc is plugged in ready for a quick start.  Note how the serial 
number has been painted out, a common early war security feature.
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